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Abstract—In many applications of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs), heterogeneity is a common property in terms of different
sensor types and different circumstances like node location, link
quality, and local node density. In many applications, there are
several different sensor types with entirely different Quality-ofService (QoS) requirements. The requirements may also vary
over time according to the application scenario and also due
to network dynamics. Different requirements appeal different
approaches while forwarding sensed data through a multi-hop
communication network. This paper proposes a dynamic priority
assignment strategy to be used for data routing in heterogeneous
WSNs aiming to fairly propagate information according to
its importance and requirements. To cope with heterogeneity
and dynamics, nodes in the routing path dynamically compute
priorities for individual data items according to the attached QoS
requirements. We apply the proposed strategy for a healthcare
monitoring application scenario which consists of an ambient
network and several mobile clusters of nodes in the form of
Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs). The nodes have very
different requirements and WBANs show a high mobility in
the network with more stringent demands. The results show a
large improvement in the achieved QoS for more demanding
information.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In many applications of Wireless sensor networks (WSNs),
there is a large variety between different sensor nodes in the
network in terms of Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements.
Moreover, different environment situations for different nodes
cause more heterogeneity in the network. The relative sensor
node position, different distances to the sink nodes, nonuniform network density, different interference levels, and varying
quality of wireless links are some sources of environment
heterogeneity in WSNs.
Both QoS requirements and the surrounding situation for
a sensor node are prone to vary over time. Mobility is one
important source of environment variations and it sometimes
can entirely change the network topology and density depending on the mobility level. The QoS requirements of a sensor
node can also change over time according to the application
scenario. Context-aware data propagation is an example of
such changes in which the requirements may change considering the sampled data. Multi-scenario applications can be
another example in which the behavior of the network changes
over time based on the selected scenario. For instance, in an
ambient intelligence application, different scenarios might be
used during day and night time.
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The spatial and temporal diversity in requirements and
environment should be considered while designing communication protocols. Data routing and information dissemination
protocols specifically should take this into account to meet
the different QoS requirements. Data routing without attention
to the heterogeneity may lead to very poor services for
important information and an unnecessarily good service for
information of lower importance. Regardless of the type of
routing protocol, a relaying node in a multi-hop routing path
may have several data items waiting to be forwarded at any
time. On the other hand, the node may have a limitation
in the amount of data that it can transmit in a given time
duration. The limitation can be caused because of lower layer
constraints like Medium Access Control (MAC) schedules or
power consumption limitations. This situation may happen
more often for highly congested nodes like nodes closer to
the sink nodes. So at any time, the node has to select a subset
of the data items in its queue to transmit, and postpone the
rest for transmission in the future.
In this paper, a dynamic priority assignment strategy is
proposed to be used for data routing in such networks. Nodes
in the routing path calculate priorities for the existing data
items in the queue according to the relative requirements and
the history of each data item. QoS requirements are defined
individually for each data item at the time of initiating the
item at the source node. This way, the QoS requirements are
not labeled to the sensor nodes and so it can be changed over
time allowing to handle temporal variations.
As a concrete application with a considerable diversity in the
QoS requirements, we consider continuous patient monitoring.
In such an application, WBANs are responsible for sensing
and propagation of biological signals of patients. On the
other hand, an ambient sensor network is used to monitor
the ambient parameters like temperature and humidity as well
as relaying both WBAN and ambient information to the sink
nodes in the network. The WBANs form clusters of wireless
sensor nodes that are mobile and also exhibit mobility within
the cluster (human body movements).
In [1], we proposed MCMAC, an optimized TDMA-based
MAC protocol for mobile clusters. We developed this protocol to be used as the MAC layer for communication in
a healthcare application. However, because of high diversity
between sensor nodes in this application, special attention
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should also be given to upper layers like data dissemination.
Data items from body sensor nodes are of higher importance
than ambient information. Moreover, different body sensor
nodes have different requirements. Further, based on the health
status of the patient, the QoS requirements can vary. Note
that in such an application, the sensor nodes with more
important data items basically have high mobility. We applied
our priority calculation mechanism for data dissemination
on top of the MCMAC layer to show how it behaves in a
highly heterogeneous network and improves QoS metrics with
different constraints. The scope of the proposed service is not
limited though to this specific scenario and can be used for
many heterogeneous networks.
The next section reviews related work for priority-based
data routing. Section III describes our healthcare application
scenario, and the used protocol stack. The dynamic prioritybased routing mechanism and priority assignment strategy are
presented in Section IV. The protocol evaluation results are
given in Section V. Section VI concludes.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Data prioritization has been used for data routing in several protocols for WSNs. This section reviews the existing
approaches in using priorities in WSNs and states the goals
and the contribution of this paper.
In [2], a priority-based routing path selection mechanism is
exploited for a proposed multi-path routing protocol (PRIMP)
which is based on the directed diffusion [3]. Actually, sampled
data items are not prioritized in this protocol. Instead, each
gradient is given a priority tag based on its accumulated hop
count to the sink or the remaining energy source of nodes in
that particular routing path. The source node then uses the
priority tags of all received gradients to select the best.
The Priority-based Dynamic Adaptive Routing (PDAR)
protocol is proposed in [4] aiming to balance the energy
consumption while providing better service for significant
information. The protocol is based on a former routing protocol for multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks called Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) [5] with the emphasis on congestion
prediction and priority scheduling for data routing. Data
packets are categorized into two classes of vital and common
packets. Accordingly, every node in the routing path maintains
two separate data queues, each dedicated to a certain class
of packets. The packets in the higher-priority queue (vital
packets) are always sent before packets in the lower-priority
queue (common packets). Data priorities are supposed to be
determined by the application.
In a recent work, presented in [6], the Priority-based Hybrid
Routing (PHR) mechanism is proposed in which the characteristics of the sensed data determine its priority. An abrupt
change in the data stream reveals the importance of the new
data. Consequently, a multi-path diffusion-based mechanism is
used for forwarding the packets of high importance to provide
a more reliable and faster data delivery. A single-path routing
mechanism based on the known Ad-hoc On-demand Distance
Vector (AODV) [7] approach, that is prone to data loss, is
exploited for normal packets.

Each work has a specific criterion for assigning the priorities
and a particular means for providing proper services according
to the priorities. In this paper, we propose a mechanism
to dynamically assign priorities to data items waiting to be
forwarded at any node regardless of the type of routing
structure with a focus on considering dynamic heterogeneity
in the network. The mechanism aims to provide differentiated
services for data items according to their QoS requirements.
We also consider scenarios in which the requirements
change over time. To provide such a flexibility, instead of
attaching priority values to the data packets, relative QoS
requirements are attached to the individual data items by the
source nodes. Then the priorities are calculated at each relay
node in the routing path taking the attached QoS requirements,
and the history of the data item into account. Doing so, firstly,
a source node can change the requirements for its data items at
any time. Changes in the requirements can be the consequence
of changing the running scenario or, for example, based on
tracking the sampled data itself for detecting special events
or situations [6]. Second, as the history of the data item (for
instance the time it spent on the path) is taken into account,
dynamic priority calculation provides appropriate services for
nodes farther away from the sink node. This is specifically
interesting for mobile nodes for which the hop-distance to the
sink node varies over time.
III. M OTIVATING A PPLICATION
In this section, we explain an illustrative healthcare application scenario, the intended network architecture, and
the used communication protocol stack. This application has
been indeed our initial motivation for exploiting our dynamic
priority calculation mechanism, as it shows high diversity in
the requirements of different sensor nodes, high mobility of
sensor nodes in the face of cluster mobility, and a high demand
for multiple scenarios with different QoS requirements.
A. Application Scenario
We consider healthcare monitoring applications such as
elderly care or monitoring patients with special chronic diseases like COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease).
In this scenario, the patient’s home is equipped with sensors
to measure ambient parameters like temperature and humidity.
Sensors may be installed on the walls or also on the furniture
such as chairs, beds, and electronic equipment to monitor
the activity pattern of the person. Sensor nodes are wireless
for ease of installation and support of limited mobility, like
refurnishing the house.
On the other hand, the patient is equipped with a WBAN.
The sensors are placed on several positions on the body
to measure vital biological signals. Temperature sensors (for
fever), ECG (heart status), blood pressure sensors, SpO2
respiration sensors, GSR (Galvanic skin response) sensors,
and accelerometers are some common biological sensors in
a WBAN. A subset of these sensors may be selected based on
the condition that patients are facing.
Some nodes (sinks) in the the network collect and process
data from body sensors as well as ambient information. Sink
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nodes can also send information to a medical center through
a wired or wireless network, receive feedback, and inform the
patient. A reason for having more than one sink is to have
better services like better latency and reliability. In a typical
deployment, we can put for example a sink on every floor of
the building.
A high heterogeneity and dynamism is observed in this
application scenario. First, body sensor information is much
more important than ambient information. Moreover, within a
WBAN, sensor nodes form a heterogeneous mix with quite
different requirements. An ECG sensor may need a high
sampling rate while a few samples per day is sufficient for an
SpO2 sensor. Further, patient movement is actually a group
mobility of several sensor nodes which makes the network
topology quite dynamic.
There also many changes in QoS requirements over time.
The sampling rate, the required latency, and the importance of
sensed data change according to the patient’s condition. In an
emergency situation, a very fast and reliable data delivery is
needed. For instance, precise information from the ECG sensor
might also be required whereas just transmission of the heart
beat rate once per 10 seconds is enough in a normal situation.
Ambient information can also have varying requirements. It
may be reasonable that the ambient data sampled by sensor
nodes closer to the patients location are of more interest.
Therefore, different sampling rates may be used based on the
relative distance to the WBANs.
B. Network Architecture
According to the application scenario, we categorize the
sensor nodes in the network into two classes: static nodes and
mobile cluster (MC) nodes. Suppose that S = {s1 , s2 , ···, sNs }
is the set of Ns static sensor nodes. These nodes are normally
static but they can be relocated (limited mobility). Moreover,
a small subset of the set of static sensor nodes is considered as
the sink nodes (Sinks ⊂ S). The number and location of the
sink nodes are determined according to the circumstances in
the real deployment considering the overall QoS requirements.
On the other hand, we approach the WBANs as mobile
clusters of sensor nodes. These nodes show a high mobility
in the sense of both group mobility and individual mobility
within the cluster. In a deployment, we assume that we have
Nmc mobile clusters which can have different numbers of
nodes. Assume that M Ci = {ci1 , ci2 , · · ·, ciNi } , 1 ≤ i ≤ Nmc
is the set of Ni sensor nodes of the ith mobile cluster. The
total number of sensor
in the network (network size N )
PNnodes
mc
is then N = Ns + i=1
Ni .
The information of all sensor nodes in the network should
reach a sink node through multi-hop communication. The
static sensor nodes are responsible for such data forwarding in
the network for data from both mobile cluster nodes and static
nodes. In contrast, the MC nodes just transmit sampled data
from their own cluster and do not participate in forwarding
the information of other nodes outside their cluster. This
is because of tighter power consumption restrictions for the
sensor nodes in WBANs. The intra-cluster communication is
not relevant here. In one scenario, every cluster can have a
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The structure of a TDMA frame in the MCMAC protocol.

gateway node that gathers sampled data over the cluster and
forwards it to the static network. In an alternative mechanism,
every MC node can directly send its data to the static network.
In any case, static nodes route that information to sink nodes
using multi-hop communication.
C. Medium Access Control
In [1], we developed the MCMAC protocol to support
cluster mobility in WSNs. The protocol is based on the Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) strategy and is specifically
designed to be used as a bottom layer of the dissemination
mechanism that we use in our application. A TDMA frame
consists of equal size time slots from which a small subset
are active slots and the rest are inactive slots. All transceivers
are off in the inactive slots to reduce energy consumption. A
specific subset of the active slots in every frame is dedicated
to the mobile clusters. MC nodes perform a hybrid TDMA
with fixed slot assignment and Carrier Sense Multiple Access
(CSMA) mechanism for using these slots. Static nodes dynamically occupy one slot of the remaining active slots for their
transmission which is unique in their 2-hop neighborhood.
Thus, it supports the limited mobility of the static nodes which
our scenario may have. Fig. 1 depicts the structure of a TDMA
frame in the MCMAC protocol.
Essentially, every node in the network listens to the channel
in the active slots of the frames to receive information of
both static nodes and MC nodes. We included an optimization
mechanism to reduce the power consumption of listening
though. Static nodes just listen to the active slots dedicated
to mobile clusters when they expect a cluster in their vicinity.
The MAC protocol is equipped with a time synchronization
mechanism which is a prerequisite for implementing a TDMAbased protocol. The mechanism provides a global time t as
well as a method to align the TDMA frames. As the nodes
can transmit their packets in their transmit slot, the possible
amount of information that a node can send in a round (TDMA
frame) is constrained by the size of the slots.
D. Data Dissemination
There are two different data flow directions in the network. First, all sampled data from all the sensor nodes in
the network should be gathered at the sink node. This is
actually an all-to-one dissemination scheme. The other data
flow direction is broadcasting information from the sink node
to all sensor nodes. This information can be control commands
or information of different communication layers including the
application itself. This is a one-to-all dissemination scheme.
We use a data dissemination mechanism on top of the TDMAbased MAC layer to establish both types of data flows.
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The structure of a transmission packet in data dissemination.

The high cluster mobility in the network and the different
data dissemination schemes suggest a non-deterministic routing strategy like epidemic mechanisms. Static deterministic
routing structures like a tree are not appropriate for such a
mobile network. We use a directed flooding strategy specifically adapted for our application to forward sensed information
toward a sink node. On the other hand, a pure gossip based
data dissemination is exploited for sink data to be disseminated
to all nodes in the network.
In our terminology, we use packet to refer to what a
node broadcasts in its transmit slot. As mentioned before,
the maximum packet length is determined by the slot length.
Packet length limitations can also come from the radio chip
specifications or power optimization issues. A packet consists
of the MAC header (including the ID of the transmitter) as well
as data items. A data item is a single sample of data of a node.
It includes the sampled data itself, the ID of the source node,
the sample time, and other required control information. The
number of data items per packet λ (≥ 1) depends on the size
of the packet, the MAC header size, and the size of each data
item. Fig. 2 illustrates the structure of a transmission packet
in this dissemination mechanism.
Every static sensor node maintains a pool of data items
that it has received and has to forward. We assume that the
nodes have sufficient memory to store one data item (the
newest received one) of each node (maximum N entries).
The maximum might be reached in very congested nodes
like nodes close to the sink nodes. An entry of the data item
pool includes the received data item as well as some control
information like the arrival time (ta ), and transmitted (TXed)
and acknowledged (Acked) flags. The TXed flag shows if the
data item has been transmitted so far. Accordingly, the Acked
flag shows if an acknowledgement from a node closer to the
sinks has been received for this data item. This does not apply
for sink data items that are going to be broadcast to the whole
network. Sink data items are recognized by the source ID
existing in the structure of the data item.
To the aim of directed flooding of sensed data items towards
the sink nodes, an underlying minimum cost computation
service is used. In a simple case, the cost can be the hopcount to the sink node. Using such a service, static nodes know
their cost to reach the sink and use that for data forwarding.
The nodes also include their cost in their transmission packets
so that the receiver node knows the status of its neighbors
to make decisions about the arriving packets. Because of the
high mobility of mobile clusters in the network, the cost to the
sink will change frequently over time and so is not reliable.
Therefore, it is not calculated and not used for the MC nodes.
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Processing the received packet pkt.

Data:
x.ts : Sample time of the data item x
x.src: Source node of the data item x
TxNode: Direct transmitter of pkt
Cost: Cost to the sink (minimum hop-count)
R ECEIVE PACKET (pkt)
foreach RxItem ∈ pkt do
CItem = RetrieveFromDataPool(RxItem.src);
if IsSink(RxItem.src) ∨ IsMCNode(T xN ode) then
if RxItem.ts > CItem.ts then
StoreInDataPool(RxItem);
end
else
if (TxNode.Cost ≥ Cost) then
if RxItem.ts > CItem.ts then
StoreInDataPool(RxItem);
end
else
if (CItem 6= N IL ∧ RxItem.ts ≥ CItem.ts ) then
StoreInDataPool(RxItem);
SetAcked(RxItem.src);
end
end
end
end

Every static node may receive several packets at each round,
each including several data items. Algorithm 1 shows the
process that a node performs upon receiving a packet. The data
items directly received from an MC node as well as data items
originated by a sink node are processed without considering
the cost to the sink. For other data items, if the cost of the
current node to the sink is less than the cost of the direct
transmitter of the packet, the item is considered for storing
in the pool. Otherwise, it means that the item is transmitted
from a node closer to the sink and so the current node will not
participate in forwarding that item. However, it is considered
as an acknowledgement for the existing data item in the pool.
Note that a received data item originating from node src will
be stored in the pool only if it is newer than the possibly
existing one from node src. Besides this, the node inserts its
own data into the pool whenever it samples new data.
At every round, the node makes a packet by selecting λ
data items from its pool and delivering that to the MAC layer
to be transmitted in its dedicated transmit slot. The selection
mechanism has a very strong impact on the network performance. In the next section, we propose a priority assignment
strategy to provide appropriate services according to the QoS
demands. Here we use this strategy to assign a relative priority
value to each data item existing in the pool and then select
the λ items with the highest priority.
IV. E XPLOITING DYNAMIC P RIORITIES
In this section, we present our approach for data routing taking the desired individual QoS requirements of the data items
into consideration. First, the overall approach for data item
selection is presented. We then define the QoS requirements
that we consider here and explain how these requirements are
announced by the sensing nodes. The strategy used for priority
assignment is then presented.
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A. Priority-based Data Forwarding
To have a better understanding of the proposed method,
we recall the main goals of exploiting such a mechanism.
The first goal is to disseminate or route data in a dynamic
and heterogeneous WSN in order to provide proper services
aiming to meet all QoS requirements to the extent possible
with the available capacity. Note that one can state QoS
requirements which cannot be met considering the situation in
the deployed network. The point here is that given a network
deployment with heterogeneity in the requirements and a
communication protocol stack, we extract useful information
to detect relatively more important data items at any time to be
forwarded earlier. The second goal is to provide the flexibility
to have time variant QoS requirements. The sensor nodes
generating data items can then change their requirements based
on the situation.
Assume that sensor node sj has k data items waiting to be
forwarded. It is able to transmit a limited number of items (λ
items) in a given time duration. If k ≤ λ, node sj can forward
all items. However, there may be congestion in many nodes
in the routing path. The data traffic depends of the position of
the node and the network data load. In the case that k > λ, a
selection mechanism must be applied.
A uniformly random selection strategy has been used in [8].
Doing so, a statistically equal chance is given to all data items
waiting to be forwarded. Besides that, in [8], the nodes always
send their own data items. Moreover, if a data item is going to
be removed from the local memory because of lack of space,
it will be transmitted hoping that some other nodes store it.
However, this is not the best option when there are different
QoS requirements for different data items.
Our approach here is to assign a priority value to the k data
items waiting to be forwarded and then select λ items with
the highest priority values. The priority values are assigned
dynamically according to the QoS requirements of individual
data items, and their history in the routing path so far.

which does not have to be uniform. For instance, if we have
four different levels for Q1 in a scenario, it can be represented
by just two bits in each data item. All nodes in the routing path
are then able to calculate the absolute value of Q1 . Moreover,
some of the required parameters may overlap with the existing
payloads in the routing mechanism. For instance, we require
the sampling time of each data item for priority calculation
which already exists in the payload of the data items in our
application scenario and is used by the data dissemination
protocol (Section III.D).
The QoS metrics and their interpretation strongly depend
on the expectations of the running application and can not be
unique for all applications. To better illustrate the mechanism,
we specifically consider reliability and latency requirements
as two common QoS metrics related to the individual data
items, which are also of interest in our motivating healthcare
application. The reliability requirement 0 < Rits ≤ 1 of
a particular data item is defined as the probability that the
data item will reach a sink node. The time distance between
initiating the data item Γtis at the source node and the arrival
time at the nearest sink is the latency Lattis . Accordingly, the
latency requirement Ltis is a constraint on the achieved latency.
If this constraint cannot be met, the value of Lattis −Ltis should
be as low as possible. For other applications, a packet may
become useless as soon as the latency constraint is not met.
ts
The node si includes Qi = (Ltis , Rits ) as the required
latency and reliability into the data item that it samples at
time ts . Here, we also include the sampling period Tsi of node
si . This parameter actually informs the relaying nodes in the
path about the time of initiating the next data item by node si .
This parameter is required for routing mechanisms like ours
in which an older data item of node si will be overwritten by
the received newer item even before transmission because just
one data item of node si can be stored in the node sj in the
routing path at any time.

B. QoS Requirements
Any source node has particular requirements for its sampled
data. The requirements can be specified based on the type of
the sensor, the current situation, and also the observation of
the data stream to detect sudden changes revealing events, like
in [6]. In general, we assume that Q = (Q1 , · · ·, Qd ) is the
vector of requirement values of d different QoS requirements
that are of interest in the running application and are specified
for each data item. Suppose that the sensor node si wants to
initiate a new data item at time ts referred to as Γtis . The
node si decides about its QoS requirements and includes the
ts
specified vector Qi into the data item. For priority calculation
by the nodes in the routing path, some application dependent
parameters might also be needed to be attached to the data
items. Sampling time of the source node (ts ) in our application
scenario is an example.
ts
The overhead of adding QoS requirements Qi and other
parameters to the data items depends on the level of heterogeneity in the requirements existing in the network. A specific
quantization method is used for representing this information

C. Dynamic Priority Assignment
The priority values, in our mechanism, are not assigned to
the data item at the source node. Instead, the requirements of
individual data items are included into the messages. Dynamic
priorities are then calculated at each node in the routing path
according to the requirements, the time that the data item has
been in the path and the current node sj . Doing so, dynamic
change of the requirements is also supported.
The importance of the data items waiting to be forwarded
in a node sj can be ordered in different ways considering
different QoS metrics. Therefore, d priority values are calculated taking the requirement of each metric separately into
account. Thus, we obtain a vector P = (p1 , · · ·, pd ) called
partial priority values for each data item in which value pl
is the calculated priority value related to the QoS requirement
Ql where 1 ≤ l ≤ d. The partial priorities are calculated
considering the type of the metric and its interpretation in the
running application. Finally, we have k partial priority vectors
for k existing data items in node sj denoted by Pm where
1 ≤ m ≤ k.
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An example of the obtained partial priority vectors in a twodimensional space for nine data items waiting to be forwarded.

The next step is to extract a single priority value for each
data item according to its calculated partial priority vector as
follows.
Pm = f (Pm ) , 1 ≤ m ≤ k

 t
i
s

 Li − (t − ts )

(1)

The exact function can be plugged in according to the expected
behavior of the protocol or desired QoS. However, the function
f (.) should obviously be monotone by providing higher priority values for Pareto dominating [9] partial priority vectors.
The partial priority vector Pm1 dominates vector Pm2 denoted
Pm1  Pm2 , if none of the individual priority values in
Pm1 is less than the corresponding one in Pm2 . Monotonicity
means that if Pm1  Pm2 then f (Pm1 ) ≥ f (Pm2 ) for all
1 ≤ m1 , m2 ≤ k.
Figure 3 depicts an example of the obtained partial priority
vectors with two QoS metrics. In this example, P3  P4 and
so using the function f (.), it is expected to come to priority
values such that P3 > P4 . Accordingly, we should have P1 >
P3 and P2 > P3 . But the comparison between vectors P1
and P2 is not straightforward as none of them dominates the
other one. The relative priority values in these cases should be
calculated according to the criteria in the running application
and the nature of the QoS metrics, for example as a weighted
average of prioritizing criteria.
For the latency requirement of the data item in our application, we consider at time t the remaining time to expiration of
the latency requirement, which is calculated by Ltis − (t − tis ).
Less remaining time to the latency deadline inspires a higher
priority for the data item. Nevertheless, there is a chance that
the data item is not selected due to high congestion at node sj
and the presence of other items of higher priority; eventually
the deadline may expire. In this case, we continue increasing
the priority of the data item to give it a higher chance to be
selected as soon as possible. Even if the latency deadline has
expired, the data item still has value and we try to decrease
the final latency of delivering the data item to the sink. In
another scenario, which we do not work out here, the ratio of
data items reached to the sink meeting the latency constraint
can be of higher importance for the running application. In
such a scenario, once the latency constraint expired for a data
item, its priority should be reduced to create a higher chance
for other items that may still make their deadline.
Parameter Tci (used for priority calculation) is computed as
follows.

Ltis
(t−tis )

Ltis > (t − tis )
(2)
otherwise

Once the latency deadline expires, the value of Tci goes below
one and keeps decreasing over time. The partial priority of
data item Γtis regarding the latency requirement is then set as
p1 = 1/Tci .
Accordingly, for the reliability requirement, we consider the
expected time for the data item of node si to be overwritten
by the next data item of this node. Tsi − (t− tia ) can be used as
an estimation of arrival of a newer data item. Tsi is the time of
initiating the next data item by node si (sampling period).The
parameter tia denotes the arrival time of the data item Γtis to
the current node sj . However, this can happen either earlier or
later based on the dissemination of the current data item Γtis
and the successor items Γtis +n.Ts in the routing path to the
current node. Eqn. 3 provides a value regarding the expected
time of Γtis being overwritten.

i
i
i
i

 Ts − (t − ta ) Ts > (t − ta )
i
(3)
To =
i

 Ts i
otherwise
(t−t )
a

If a newer data item is not received after Tsi , the Toi goes
below one and it keeps decreasing. It means that we are going
to give higher priority to this item as it might be closer to
being overwritten. The partial priority related to the reliability
Rts ×(1+N i )
requirements is then obtained by p2 = i T i o , where
o
Noi denotes the number of times that data items from node si
have been subsequently overwritten without being transmitted.
Once a data item from node si is selected for transmission,
the value of Noi will be reset.
Both partial priority values calculated so far are related to
the time. Higher priority means that there is less time to
expiration the deadline if it has not been reached yet. So
taking the maximum priority value is a reasonable choice
that forces the mechanism to select the items closer to their
deadline either related to the latency or reliability. Therefore,
the basic component of the priority value for the data item is
then obtained as follows which is a monotone function.
Pi′ = max{p1 , p2 }

(4)

Based on the strategy of the routing protocol, priority values
will be adapted after the transmission or the reception of an
acknowledgement for the data item. The final priority value
for the data item of node si is calculated by Eqn. 5.
Pi = Pi′ ×(ω1 ·T Xedi ·Ackedi +ω2 ·T Xedi ·Ackedi +ω3 ·Ackedi )
(5)

where T Xedi and Ackedi show if the existing item from
node si has been transmitted, and acknowledged, respectively.
Three coefficients 0 ≤ ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ≤ 1 determine the behavior
of the protocol for transmitted and acknowledged items. For
instance the value ω3 = 0 gives the acknowledged items the
lowest priority. If the routing mechanism does not support an
acknowledgment mechanism, this part is simply removed from
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Eqn. 5. The value of ω2 is set based on the strategy of the
routing mechanism for retransmitting data items. Moreover,
a dynamic value can also be used based on the reliability
requirement of the data item and the outgoing links quality
of the current node sj .
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A. Setup 1: Data Prioritization Behavior
The first simulation setup mainly aims to investigate the
effect of using the data prioritization mechanism by comparing
to runs without using priorities. We randomly distributed 100
static sensor nodes in a square area. To ensure an even
distribution across the area, the nodes are placed with a 10%
variance around fixed grid points. The sink node is placed
somewhere around the middle of the area. Four mobile clusters
(Nmc = 4) are considered, each containing five sensor nodes
(Ni = 5), that move using the mobility parameters of a human.
The simulation was run with three classes of QoS requirements which remained fixed for the whole simulation run.
The first class includes all static nodes (ambient sensors)
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To investigate the behavior of data dissemination using
the dynamic prioritization of data items, we run extensive
simulations with various network setups. We implemented the
protocol stack described in Section III as well as the priority
assignment mechanism in the MiXiM [10] framework on top
of the OMNeT++ 4 [11] simulator. We used the specification
of MyriaNed [12] sensor nodes for the physical layer characteristics. These nodes use a Nordic chip as transceiver working
in the 2.4 GHz frequency band with a data rate up to 2Mbps.
The radio chip has fixed size packets of 32 bytes that can
include three data items (λ = 3) in our protocol stack. The
TDMA frame size of the MAC layer is set to one second.
Each simulation was run for 4000 rounds (TDMA frames).
To have statistically more reliable results, every experiment
was repeated 20 times with different seeds for the random
generator. All results shown in this section are the average over
all runs with different seeds. To have proper group mobility of
mobile clusters as well as individual node mobility within the
clusters in our simulation, we used a particular configuration
of MoBAN [13] which is a mobility model for WBANs. The
same mobility pattern has been used for all simulation runs to
have a more controlled comparison.
The data prioritization mechanism is worth considering
for networks with a relatively high data load in which the
bandwidth of the network should be carefully shared among
requesting data items according to their demands. Thus, the
simulations have been specifically set up for creating a reasonable level of data load in the network. However, the setups
and the QoS requirements are representative for the situation
in many applications. To show the effect of the mechanism,
we also run simulations using other item selection strategies.
We used the strategy used in [8] which is based on a uniformly
random data item selection as well as a First-In First-Out
(FIFO) strategy. Note that the underlying MAC and routing
protocols are exactly the same and the only difference is the
item selection strategy.
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Fig. 4. The average latency of received data items from all nodes in each
class generated at the same time and their average PDRs in setup 1.

that are more delay tolerant with the lowest packet delivery
requirements and the lowest rate of data generation. MC nodes
are categorized into two classes. Two nodes of each cluster
(WBAN) have the highest sampling rates with tightest requirements while the rest require less service. Table I presents the
exact values of sampling rates and QoS requirements.
TABLE I
Q O S REQUIREMENTS OF SENSOR NODES IN SIMULATION SETUP 1
(1 ≤ i ≤ 100 , 1 ≤ k ≤ 4)
class
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3

nodes
si (static nodes)
ck1 , ck2
ck3 , ck4 , ck5

Ts
20s
3s
10s

L Req.
70s
20s
40s

R Req.
0.5
0.8
0.7

Figure 4 depicts the simulation results for setup 1. The
average latency of all received items generated at the same
time from the nodes in each class is separately shown for
the whole simulation time. Horizontal dashed lines in the
figure show different latency constraints. The average achieved
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) values for each class over the
whole simulation time are also shown next to the corresponding latency curves. Note that a part of the variations in the
latency is caused by the movement of mobile clusters which
are sometimes far away or close to the sink node.
Figure. 4(a) shows the results when our priority-based data
selection is used. It is observable that the bandwidth has
been shared according to the requirements of each sensor
class. Latency and PDR values are quite close to the desired
level of each class. In contrast, the result obtained from the
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Fig. 5. The average latency of data items over nodes c3 , c4 , and c5 of each
cluster with a time frame of more stringent QoS requirements.

random item selection (Fig. 4(b)) shows a very low PDR
for class 2 (highest demanding nodes). Although the shown
latency values are still close to the constraints, these values
are just for the received data items. The majority of items
have been lost (PDR=24%). Good PDR (81%) and latency
values (almost around 10 sec.) have been achieved for class
1 which are not necessary at all. This happens because all
items from different nodes are treated in the same way when
a uniform random selection is applied. Since the sampling
rate of nodes in class 1 is the lowest, the chance of being
overwritten is low. That causes a good PDR for those data
items. This kind of bandwidth sharing is actually what our
priority-based item selection tries to avoid. Fig. 4(c) shows
that a similar result (even worse) is obtained when a FIFObased item selection strategy is applied. Furthermore, in this
case the latency requirement of the nodes in class 2 is very
often violated.
B. Setup 2: Dynamic QoS Requirements
We run a second simulation setup aiming to observe the
behavior of the mechanism in a network with varying QoS
requirements. The setup is mostly the same as for the first
setup with the same node classes having the requirements
shown in Table I. Here, for some periods, MC nodes in class 3
decide to increase their sampling rates and switch to the same
requirements as nodes in class 2 (Ts = 3s, L = 20s, R =
0.8). In a healthcare monitoring application, this can happen
for certain patient conditions. Three clusters in this experiment
make such a change in separate time frames of length 1000
rounds starting from simulation round 500, 1500, and 2500,
respectively. Clusters are static in this experiment so that the
reaction of the mechanism to the changes in the requirements
is separated from the effect of mobility. Fig. 5 exhibits the
average latency of received items over three sensor nodes
c3 , c4 , and c5 of each cluster, separately. The figure reveals
how the QoS requirement changes are tracked by our dynamic
priority mechanism.
C. COPD Setup: A Realistic Heterogenous Setup
The last set of simulations is done based on the deployment
of a real healthcare application. The Roessingh Research
and Development center is planing an experiment for COPD
patient monitoring. Patients suffering from COPD should be
careful about the amount of activity they perform during a day

Fig. 6.

The floor plan and node placement in the COPD experiment.

and they have to distribute their energy over the whole day.
The main goal of the planned experiment is to investigate the
possibility of non-intrusive Activities of Daily Living (ADL)
recognition by analyzing the information gathered by a sensor
network. The patient’s home is equipped with MyriaNed [12]
wireless nodes with appropriate sensors. Fig. 6 shows the node
placement and sensors type of the first floor of the house.
Moreover, the patient is equipped with several bio-sensor
nodes (ECG sensors, accelerometers, temperature sensors).
The experiment matches with our intended application scenario. There is also a noticeable diversity in the sensors types
and QoS demands in this network. Further, the deployment
itself exhibits heterogeneity in the network density over the
experiment’s area. We use the setup of this experiment with
exactly the same node placement as shown in Fig. 6 as a case
study to test our proposed mechanism. There are 42 static
nodes as well as one WBAN including five sensor nodes.
Although there are several kinds of sensors in the static part, to
simplify presentation of the results, we assume all static nodes
to have the same requirements except for the accelerometers
(s29−42 ) that have more stringent QoS requirements. We also
have two classes of requirements for WBAN nodes. Table II
presents the sampling period and QoS requirements of the four
sensor classes in this experiment. Although the setup comes
from ADL recognition, we here assume a scenario including
medical monitoring of the patient with stringent requirements
for data from some of the WBAN sensors. ECG sensors (c1
and c2 ) of the WBAN have the highest possible sampling
rate (equal to the TDMA frame length) with highest QoS
requirements. This is the most important information which
should reach the sink very fast. Other sensor nodes on the
body (class 4) have less strict requirements.
TABLE II
Q O S REQUIREMENTS OF SENSOR NODES IN COPD EXPERIMENT SETUP
class
Class
Class
Class
Class

1
2
3
4

nodes
si (1 ≤ i ≤ 28)
si (29 ≤ i ≤ 42)
c1 , c2
c3 , c4 , c5

Ts
20s
5s
1s
10s

L Req.
40s
20s
5s
30s

R Req.
0.5
0.7
0.8
0.7

Figure 7 shows the average latency of received data items
over all nodes in each class in a simulation of the setup. Major
variations in the latency values are caused by the variations
in the relative hop-distance of WBAN nodes to the sink node
due to the mobility of the patient. In the time frame between
rounds 900 and 1400, the WBAN was one-hop away from the
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Fig. 7. The average latency of received data items for each class of nodes
in COPD experiment setup.

sink. So the latency is one second (one TDMA round) using
either the random or the priority-based item selection.
The results obtained by performing priority-based item
selection (Fig. 7(b)) show that the mechanism properly distributes the network capacity among data items according to
the requirements of each class. All classes satisfy the required
latency level in Fig. 7(b). In contrast, Fig. 7(a) reveals that
the latency constraint for class 3 (which has the tightest
requirements) is sometimes violated using the random item
selection. It happens even though the achieved PDR value for
this class is very low (38%) and not acceptable. Again we
emphasize that the latency values are just for the data items
that reach the sink node. To gain a better understanding of the
situation, consider the achieved PDR values of this experiment
shown in Fig. 8. Using random item selection, good latency
and PDR values are obtained for class 1 which is not necessary.
But the PDR value of high reliability demanding items of class
3, for instance, is quite low. By applying our priority-based
item selection, the PDR values are much closer to the required
values. It means that the PDR of data items in classes 2 and
3 has been increased at the expense of worse values (but still
acceptable) for classes 1 and 4. We reach the same conclusion
as for setup 1 about the behavior of our mechanism. As future
work, we are implementing our mechanism in MyriaNed [12]
sensor nodes to test it in a real life setup.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a dynamic priority assignment mechanism is
proposed for data dissemination in wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) with heterogeneity in the Quality-of-Service (QoS)
requirements among different wireless nodes. The goal is to
distribute network bandwidth among the data items according
to their relative QoS demands. The mechanism is specifically
vital for multi-hop WSNs with high data loads. The method
also supports varying QoS requirements which will be useful
for multi-scenario applications. As the priority values are

calculated dynamically in every node in the routing path
according the QoS requirement and the history of the data
item, mobility of nodes is properly taken into account. A
healthcare application scenario was used as a representative
case study. Extensive simulations using several setups are
performed to observe the behavior of our mechanism. The
results clearly show that using dynamic data prioritization,
the data items with more stringent QoS demands receive
better service at the cost of less but sufficient service for
less demanding items. As future work, we are trying other
applications with different protocol stacks and QoS metrics.
We also plan to run large scale experiments using MyriaNed
[12] wireless sensor nodes to further evaluate the performance
of the proposed mechanism.
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